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The Pit
by Ed Euler

Moments earlier. the heavy front door had been splintered. allowing the
billowing smoke to pour from the house and mix its blackness with that of the
cool night's. The flashing red lights of the pumper are bouncing off this
pillowy column as we make our way down the darkened hallway. leaving
behind us the throaty idle of the fire truck and the quiet. vapory breathing of
the bystanders. Wrapping us in its suffocating blanket. the smoke not only
hides from us the terrors ahead. but also the security behind us. As the
muffling blanket surrounds us completely. no sounds extend from the
outside world. no lights pierce through the blackness. The source of the
deathly cloud is unknown. In normal circumstances. our job is to find the
source and extinguish its creator. Tonight. the same is assumed.
On hands and knees we travel through the darkness. I in front. Brad behind
me. The flexible. yet rigid stick of hose is cradled under my left arm, its nozzle
Vibrating shallowly from the forcing pistons one hundred fifty feet behind us.
Small droplets of water fall silently from the nozzle's front. moistening the
cuff of my glove. My ears feel reddish. the heat becoming noticeable now.
The right shoulder of my heavy coat finds the wall of the hallway and stays
close to its security as we follow the baseboards with our hands. My knees
begin to ache from the constant crawling; my back begins to sweat under the
cradle of the airpack. The rubber hose of the breathing apparatus mixes its
odor with the cool metallic air from the yellow cylinder on my back. Its clear
facepiece tightened against my features provides little aid in vision. The
gloom of the cloud continues as I move farther down the hallway.
No colors appear; black is the only image that I see. Strange objects
become familiar only by touching them: the smooth front of the television
set. the fluffy bulkiness of an overstuffed chair. a slippery stack of magazines.
The hard vinyl floor in the hallway gives way to a delicate softness as my
knees touch the carpet of an adjoining room.
Pulling on the heavy hoseline is causing fatigue. I stop a moment and listen.
The rhythmic. clicking noises of the breathing regulator in my mask creates a
two-toned whoosing noise. Intermixed. I can faintly hear the Rice Krispie
cracklings of the flames which seem to come from the next room. Two taps
on the back of my leg indicates that Brad is leaving to explore a side room. I
am alone.
Pulling farther into the gloom, on my own now. I am shaken by a sudden
ominous crack. I stop. Where did it come from? Ahead or above? Below?
The chambers of my heart quicken their pace; my shoulders tighten against
the straps of my airpack. My hand grips tighter the security of the hoseline. I
turn to the side. listening again for the snapping and cracking. when
unexpectedly the floor moves. "Who's pulling the carpet?" I wonder. quickly
realizing an instant later that the movement is downward. Cracking sounds
parallel the falling motion. Inhaling sharply. the air hisses through my mask.
My stomach leaves its secure niche in my albdomen and settles itself at the
base of my throat. Pulling downward. the yellow tank on my back is the first
thing to enter the hole that has formed. It pulls at the rest of me to follow it
into the pit
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The pit has transformed the blackness. Instead of darkness there is now
light. Orange covers everything. It snakes up and down the walls and dances
across the floor. Its movements are accented with veins of red and
thousands of yellow eyes that glee upward at me, dangling above them. It
silently curls around itself and caresses the furniture it is consuming. It
belches heat and pulls at the yellow tank protecting me.
Though the claws still grab for me, my falling has stopped. The hoseline is
clutched tightly to my chest, its nozzle entwined in the blackened remains of
carpet. My feet are above me, my heavy boots trapped between scraps of
wooden flooring. My heart pounds a message of impending death to my
brain; my mouth tastes the acidic tartness that belongs in my stomach. Blood
and fluid are rushing to my head as I hang upside down above the monster.
And it torments me. Seeing my predicament it moves faster now, its
dancing more pagan. It tongues its way toward me, assuring itself a
successful capture.
Fearof this capture electrifies me. Motions become automatic. My hand
reachesabove the splintered edge of the hole and I grab the hoseline, pulling
myself up out of the pit and kicking to free my boots from their trap. In the
exhaustion of terror, I roll on my side, breathing deeply the bottled
sweetness. My inner organs return to their normal place; my heart slows its
tympanic melody. Blacknessagain surrounds me. Saltinesscalmly drips onto
my lips, and I rest my head against the damp hoseline.
My relief is short-lived for in just moments the orange tentacles over the
edge of the pit. Remembering the work to be done, I lift the nozzle and
release its fog of water into the hole. In seconds, the glow is gone, replaced
by a misty darkness. The monster's dying hiss and the rhythmic mechanical
breathing are all that remain to interrupt the silence.
A figure bumps into me from the smoky darkness. "Watch the hole, Brad,"
I warn.

